Passion and Innovation Taken to New Heights

In partnership with

Enduring Beauty
Imagine your Eagle concrete tile roof with no mold, no mildew, and no algae growth. An Eagle Platinum Tile roof is protected from water
and salt air damage and is UV resistant to keep colors vibrant and beautiful longer. There is no other concrete tile manufacturer in the world
that can guarantee the type of performance that Eagle Platinum Tile can.
Protects from
Heat Loss & Gain

Protects from
Mold, Mildew
and Bacteria

Protects from
Moisture, Salt Air

Protects from
UV Rays

How Moisture Can Effect Performance
Unprotected Roof

Water penetrates into the surface,
which takes longer for the tile to dry.
Water conducts heat when tile is wet, which
results in your house being less energy efficient.
Prone to more pressure washing against mold,
mildew and black roof bacteria.

Eagle Platinum Tile guarantee:
Water beads up on the surface, doesn’t penetrate,
thus tiles dry significantly faster.
Insulates and protects against heat and cold
resulting in a significant energy savings.
Breathable, won’t act as a vapor barrier.
Preserves the beauty and integrity of the tile longer.

Invisible Added Protection
It’s a proven fact that an Eagle concrete tile roof is one of the longest-lasting roofing products you can buy as it’s engineered to last the life
of the structure. By upgrading to Eagle Platinum Tile, you are giving your home or commercial project even more added protection.
Eagle Platinum Tile’s exceptional preservation benefits are guaranteed for 10 years and the results are undeniable. Plus, the tile and
the dual-purpose deep penetrating clear coating are environmentally friendly, protecting our Earth for future generations.

Introducing

Eagle Platinum Tile
™

Fusing luxurious craftsmanship with cutting edge chemistry is what Eagle Roofing Products and Industrial Nanotech, Inc. have done to create
Eagle Platinum Tile. A dual-purpose deep penetrating clear coating is added to provide the perfect balance of energy efficiency and
lasting beauty to our already exquisite Eagle tile.
How is it different? Unlike other sealants and coatings that stay on the surface, when applied,
this patented coating enters and seeps deep down into our concrete roof tile, providing
added protection and sensational benefits to an already dynamic product.

The Next Generation of Energy Efficiency
Eagle Platinum Tile insulates and reduces heat transfer in and out of your home 365 days a year/24 hours a day. As a thermal barrier
protectant, rather than merely being reflective, the technology in Eagle Platinum Tile lowers your heating costs in the winter and your
cooling costs in the summer, making your home more energy efficient. Independent testing and field studies have shown that the patented
coating reduces heat transmission between 20%-40%.
Summer

Most people don’t realize that heat transfers to cold.
In the summer the heat flows into your home and
in the winter heat flows out of your home.
In any season or climate,
Eagle Platinum Tile insulates for you.

Winter

Pioneering Spirit
At Eagle Roofing Products, we are passionate about what we do and what we create. For 25 years, our purpose has been
to produce high quality concrete roofing products that are second to none. Our customers know that an Eagle concrete tile roof
guarantees proven durability, longevity, and unmatched curb appeal along with the industry’s best warranty.

So, how can we make an already outstanding product even better?
By partnering with our friends at Industrial Nanotech, Inc., the people who bring the best of science to the
world’s greatest companies. Saving energy and protecting their client’s assets has been their mission since 2004.
By developing an ingenious clear coating, Industrial Nanotech has transformed how buildings and resources can
be protected from the sun, heat and cold, here in the United States and around the world.
Concrete, Stone & Marble Coating:
Residential Palace of Brunei

Nansulate®
Energy
Saving Coatings
Tank Insulation
Coating:
Weyerhaeuser
Building Insulation: Worlds largest airport;
Tank
Insulation
Study
paper manufacturer;
Savannah,Case
GA
Suvarnabhumi airport in Bangkok

Their next project for this customer
will be another exterior tank
application to reduce exterior surface
temperature from approximately 225F
to approximately 120F.

Now, they are bringing that same innovative technology to Eagle Roofing Products.
Large paper manufacturer,
Weyerhaeuser, was looking for a way
to effectively insulate an outdoor
liquor tank while also reducing surface
temperature and providing protection
from corrosion and weathering.

SOLUTION: Miller Painting, Industrial
painting and coatings specialists in
Savannah, Georgia, recommended
Nansulate® Translucent PT as a
durable exterior insulation and
protective coating.
They applied six coats to reduce the
exterior temperature from

Miller Painting is a member of
Industrial Nanotech’s Contractor
Referral Network. They provide
coating services throughout the
Southeast.
www.millerpainting.com

Mission Perfection
Eagle Platinum Tile is suitable for any new construction or reroof project and is available in our high barrel tile,
roll tile and flat tile. All you have to do is choose the profile and color that you want. Then, let your Account
Representative know that you want your roof to be an Eagle Platinum Tile roof. It’s that simple.
An Eagle Platinum Tile roof provides enhanced curb-appeal, longevity, extreme weather resistance and
unparalleled energy efficiency. And let’s not forget the 10 year warranty that is associated with the long-term
performance of Eagle Platinum Tile. There is simply no comparison.

For more information on Eagle Platinum Tile, contact your
local Account Representative or call 1-888-TILE ROOF

Corporate Offices
3546 N. Riverside Ave.
Rialto, CA 92377
www.eagleroofing.com

Eagle is proud to be affiliated with these organizations:

Connect with us!

